expressP2 memory card
AU-XP0256AG

The expressP2 card is specifically designed to accommodate high frame rate 1080 HD AVC-ULTRA recording (above 60fps) as well as 4K capture from the
new 4K Varicam 35 and 2/3 type Varicam HS (High Speed) camera/recorders, both with higher requirements for data handling than prior P2 camcorders.
The 256GByte expressP2 Card (AU-XP0256A) facilitates the 4K VariCam 35’s recording of 4K video at frame rates up to 120p, as well as the 2/3 type
VariCam HS’s 1080 HD recording at frame rates to 240fps. In addition, the new expressP2 card ensures high-speed transfer, high reliability and the writing
assurance of all P2 frame rates, formats and codecs. The expressP2 card is the same length and width as a standard P2 card but is 1.5x the thickness.
The expressP2 card offers fast transfer speeds (up to 2.4Gbps.), and contains a flash memory error correction system, equivalent to a RAID system, to
recover from a failure in a sector, page, or entire block. The expressP2 card also features a secure Content Protection System, a self-monitoring system for
usage count.
The expressP2 card shares the robust legacy of Panasonic’s P2 media, which all use high-quality solid-state memory and extremely durable construction.
Additionally, P2 cards facilitate dependable performance during recording in all types of environments, as well as instant access and complete data
compatibility in all P2 camera/recorders and workflow.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Power

DC 3.3 V ± 0.15 V

Power Consumption

approx. 3.3 W

Weight

approx. 56g (2.0 oz)

Operating Temperature

-20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)

Operating Humidity

5% to 90% (no condensation)

Storage Temperature

-40°C to 80°C (-40°F to 176°F)

Dimensions

W 54.0 mm × H 7.5 mm × D 85.6 mm
(W 2.13 inches × H 0.3 inches × D 3.37 inches)

URL: https://business.panasonic.ae/professional-camera/au-xp0256ag
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